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Listing description
hello we maninly supply sexual supplement and research chemical
Herb Viagra Sex Pills Can Enlarge the penis size and length in a shor time after taking.
Specification: 4 pills per box, 6800 mg per pill.
Effect mechanism: It is a lasting effect spermary preparation,It has distinct malehormone
charecleprotein asssimilattion and stimulating medulla creating blood function.And it can
accolerate bloodcell growing and accruesperm.
Indication: Adapt to the cases,such as letdo wnning of mankind sex gland function and so on
Using range: The secondary functional impotence,prostatitis because of Naurasthenic or
spirituality and the others.
Precautions for use:The minor would be carefl.It could not be used repeatedly in 24 hours,If
erection appears time after time or last too long time,to drink a cup of water please.
Action and dosage:10 minutes before sexual intercourse.
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Telephone: 8615527474649
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Address
east lake 1 Adelanto, California, United States 12201
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